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CRS Data Expands Into Northwest U.S.
Central Oregon Association Chooses CRS Data MLS Tax Suite

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. – June 9, 2015 – CRS Data, a leading provider of public record
information, has expanded is tax data services into the Northwest U.S., through a new
3-year agreement with the Central Oregon Association of REALTORS®. The
association will provide its 1,500-plus members with access to the CRS Data MLS Tax
Suite, a newly designed online-accessible product that makes property data available
on almost any mobile or tablet device.
“After an extensive review process, CRS Data’s MLS Tax Suite emerged as the most
logical tax data service to meet the needs of our 1,500-plus members,” said Casie L.
Conlon, CEO of the Central Oregon Association of REALTORS®. “We’re proud to be
the first association in the Pacific Northwest to utilize one of the fastest growing tax data
suppliers in the U.S.”
CRS Data’s 3-year agreement provides members of the Central Oregon Association of
REALTORS® with online access to a wide variety of property tax data. From
customizable maps and a refined values feature, which approximates the value of home
additions or expansions, to comparables information and in-depth search capabilities,
CRS Data’s MLS Suite has been thoughtfully designed to maximize ease of use.

“Our board and members have been clear that access to customer service
representatives was important, along with a simplified process for pulling and refining
reports,” said Conlon. “From the trainings that are available to the CRS Data HelpDesk,
their team goes above and beyond to create the full package we know our members
demand.”
“One of the key deciding factors in choosing our multiple listing service was CRS Data’s
ability to work with our county government offices to get tax data, that is not currently
available online, converted to an online format for our members to access,” said Conlon.
“Our goal in to help our members be the local experts in real estate by providing much
needed information for their clients.”
Headquartered in Knoxville, Tenn., CRS Data currently provides access to
comprehensive property data resources in more than 12 states and 500 counties. The
company most recently expanded its data service to include 67 counties in Florida.
Servicing bankers, MLSs, appraisers, investors, and other specialty financial customers,
CRS Data is focused on providing accurate and timely property data, quality products
and unparalleled customer satisfaction.
“We are thrilled to be entering into a new market, bringing with us the tax data tools and
resources our teams have worked tirelessly to build,” said Nikki Morgan, MLS sales
executive for CRS Data. “CRS Data has grown sustainably since our inception in 1989.
Moving into the Pacific Northwest seemed like a logical next step as we continue to
service new customers.”
About CRS Data
For more than twenty years, CRS Data (Courthouse Retrieval System, Inc.) has worked to put
powerful, accurate data at the fingertips of its customers. Simply put, the company is dedicated
to doing data better. CRS Data’s innovative suites, robust data, reliable technology and
outstanding customer service are why real estate professionals, MLSs, and bankers across the
nation turn to the company for their property intelligence. Visit www.crsdata.com to learn more.
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